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The 7 Path
Transformation

A Compass to Navigate
Life's Roadmap for Healthy

Growth & Change



Our modern society, with all its pressures, fails to take a wholistic approach to the
dimensions and cycles of our lives. This leaves people feeling fragmented and
unfulfilled.
 
Have you come to a place of wondering, ‘What is my life about? What am I
supposed to be doing?  Who even am I?’
 
You are not alone in feeling this way. The good news is, there is a way to learn to
identify the areas of lack in your life, in yourself, in your relationships, and to learn
to use and maximise your strengths and resources to fill these gaps. There are
methods you can employ in your daily life, that can help you experience more joy,
contentment and relevance.
 
The 7 Path Transformation employs the Medicine Wheel, a powerful tool to assist
mental, emotional, physical and spiritual development and growth, by providing
insight into life patterns and relationships. It does this by helping you to identify
the areas that need attention, supports or changes in behaviour.
 
Different traditions and nations assign different colours, animals and attributes to
the areas of the Medicine Wheel, but the basic wholistic premises are the same.
‘Tradition’ is not ‘dogma’.
 
‘Medicine’, in this context, is not the same as the linear, top-down, colonial,
pharmacological approach.   The Wheel (or the sphere) represents inclusiveness,
wholeness, eternity and all the cycles we experience. Movement and change are
natural.
 

What is the 7 Path
Transformation?
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Nothing is linear.
Everything is energy, that moves from one state to another. 
Within the circle, there are degrees of intensity and unlimited opportunities for
interconnections.
Envisioning the Wheel in 3 Dimensions allows you to understand the effects of
external influences, as well as the effects of the conscious and unconscious mind. 
‘Medicine’ refers to energy – earth, plant, food, thought, emotional, spiritual,
healing, etc. – plus the connectedness of your self with all things and beings.
When any energy, positive or negative, enters the circle, everything is affected.
Increased positive energy can result in insight, inspiration, healing, increased joy
and well-being, realisation of goals and dreams.
Over-energising in one or more quadrants, or a surplus of negative energy, can
cause imbalance that can manifest as anxiety, health problems, memory and
concentration issues, fatigue, unstable relationship, depression, addictions, and
other emotional and physical symptoms.
The Centre represents living in balance and harmony with the Universe.
The Centre is the place where a level can be reached, where learning and practice
combine to provide wisdom.

The Medicine Wheel approach covers 7 Learning Paths that correspond with the 4
Directions (compass points), the Above Direction, the Below Direction and Within. 
It explains life and relationships with the following understandings:
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Understanding how the aspects of the Medicine Wheel interact can help you
increase clarity and improve your ability to face challenges, plan goals and make
decisions.   Discovering how energy affects these interactions, where that energy
comes from and how you can control it is the manifestation Medicine you will gain
by learning to use this invaluable tool.

"As above, so below.
As within, so without."



Embarking on the Journey

The Medicine Wheel is a tool for mapping human growth and potential, as well as a
provider of signposts marking potential pitfalls, so you can make informed choices.
The 7 Paths represent the Directions (East, South, West, North, Below, Above and
Within).
The 7 Paths are opportunities for growth and are not forced on anyone.   You have
many choices as you explore these paths.
Each of the 7 Paths contains focal points that teach life lessons. It may be difficult
to master some lessons without first understanding others; however …
The human learning process is not linear, but cyclical. 
A deeper comprehension can often be achieved by later revisiting concepts ‘already
learned’.
You cannot, however, complete the last 3 Paths until you can command sufficient
energy to consciously explore the unseen worlds (of energy). You must first know
yourself, heal your past wounds, and accept yourself. To have enough control of
energy to access the higher realms, mental, emotional, and physiological changes
must first take place.
It is not necessary for each and every person to complete all 7 Paths; that depends
on the needs of each individual. What are your needs at this time? That will inform
your progress, and your process.
It is not required that you master all the lessons of all 7 Paths in order to gain
benefit.  
You can stop at any point. You can also begin again, after any length of time, even
later in life.
The learning is different for each person, for each lifetime, or at different points in a
lifetime.
There are no greater or lesser human spirits.
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What Can You Gain If You
Go Through The Teachings of

the 7 Paths?

Learn to heal the past and all regret.
Learn to have no fear of the future.
Be aware and fully present all the time.
Restore the sensitivity and wonder you felt as a child.
Eliminate victim consciousness, and feelings of aloneness and
separateness.
Learn the skills of :

You can:

o  Choosing a life path to follow;
o  Focusing your attention to achieve those goals and dreams;
o  Following through, with commitment;
o  Benefiting from your problems, despairs, and setbacks, as well
    as from your joys and victories;
o  Finding strength you didn’t know you had, in all circumstances;
o  Moving past self-imposed limitations.

As you take the Medicine Wheel 7 Path Journey,
you can alter your thinking, and change your

perceptions and your life ... forever.



Where you learn to live
with an open heart, and to
appropriately share the
wisdom you have acquired.

Where you learn to perceive the
unseen forces (energy) of the natural
world, & the interconnectedness of
all things, & learn to bring this
energy fully into your own human
body, to heal yourself & others.

2nd Path of
Intentional Action

3rd Path of Self Healing

4th Path of Compassion

Where you learn to heal
your past, your body,
your self esteem & self
respect.

5th Path of
Connection

6th Path of Embracing
the Unseen

7th Path of Living in the
State of Awareness

Where you learn to interact with
the intangible forces of the
Universe (energy), to fully listen
to your intuition & recognise
synchronicities,   & align your
actions with those messages.

Where you learn to BE, without
separation or judgement, in
balance & harmony, & learn to
gain access to the energy of the
Universe.

The 7 Path Transformation

Where you learn to rise above
unevolved reactions, compulsions,
unhealthy emotions, & ingrained
behaviours, & to make intelligent
& considered choices.

1st Path of Life
Direction & Clarity

Where you learn to uncover
the areas of disfunction from
your past, and (re)discover
purpose in your life.

An Online Course by Nikki

Pearson & Jody Martens



The 7 Cardinal Virtues
of Indigenous Spirituality

1st Path Courage
The quality of bravery that permits you to face situations with
boldness, and to withstand fear or difficulty.

2nd Path Honesty
Being free of deception, especially self-deception; having integrity,
honour, and approaching matters with candour, sincerity and
genuineness.

3rd Path Respect
Having consideration and regard for the feelings, wishes, rights
and traditions of others, as well as for yourself; displaying
thoughtfulness, attentiveness, politeness, civility and deference.

4th Path Love
Unconditional affection, empathy and compassion, with no limits,
that begins with self compassion and culminates with being
aligned with the Mind of Creator.

5th Path Generosity
Displaying hospitality, willingness to share and to care for the
needs of others, with the understanding that all creatures are
connected, and that help to one is help to all, and help to self, and
harm to one is harm to all, as well as harm to self.

6th Path Wisdom
Having experience, knowledge, good judgement and the instinct to
employ them, for the greatest good.

7th Path Humility
Freedom from undue pride or arrogance; understanding that one is
no better than any other, that life paths differ, and that all are
interconnected.



After spending over 20 years supporting children and
families in the United Kingdom as a Specialist Senior
Psychologist and classroom teacher, Nikki changed
direction in 2014 after relocating to Canada, and trained
in Equine Assisted Personal and Corporate Development.  
 
A Reiki Master, she is schooled in vibrational healing
with tuning forks, and uses an eclectic mix of
Psychology, breathwork, energy healing and trancework
in her practice.
 
Nikki is on a mission to help people find their voice and
their authentic self, guiding people to live more fulfilled
and empowered lives.

‘Kokum’ Jody, a Certified Massage Practitioner,
holds a Baccalaureate Honours Degree in Social
Work, with a minor in Psychology.  She has worked
for many years as a life, mental health, grief and
addictions counsellor, in clinical, educational and
First Nations settings. She is a ‘Midew’ – a
practitioner of traditional indigenous ‘medicine’,
and was trained by Elder John Vickers, a respected
and accomplished healer.
 
The 7 Path Transformation stems from this
knowledge and these traditions, while incorporating
aspects from multiple disciplines (that's 'Coyote
Medicine' - use whatever works!)
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